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Abstract
We describe the outcome of the 2023 edition of the CheckThat!Lab at CLEF. We focus on subjectivity
(Task 2), which has been proposed for the first time. It aims at fostering the technology for the identifi-
cation of subjective text fragments in news articles. For that, we produced corpora consisting of 9,530
manually-annotated sentences, covering six languages —Arabic, Dutch, English, German, Italian, and
Turkish. Task 2 attracted 12 teams, which submitted a total of 40 final runs covering all languages. The
most successful approaches addressed the task using state-of-the-art multilingual transformer models,
which were fine-tuned on language-specific data. Teams also experimented with a rich set of other neural
architectures, including foundation models, zero-shot classifiers, and standard transformers, mainly
coupled with data augmentation and multilingual training strategies to address class imbalance. We
publicly release all the datasets and evaluation scripts, with the purpose of promoting further research
on this topic.
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1. Introduction

The CheckThat!Lab [1, 2] was organized for the 6𝑡ℎ time in the framework of CLEF 2023. This
paper presents an overview of Task 2 on the identification of subjectivity in news articles, which
is organized for the first time.1

In objective sentences, the information is usually presented in a straightforward way. Instead,
subjective sentences often include the use of specific vocabulary, figures of speech, or other
elements that make it more difficult to analyze by machine learning models.

In the context of fact-checking, objective sentences can be directly fed to a fact-checking
pipeline for verification, while subjective ones require an additional processing step, it aims at
extracting a claim or simply discarding its information. Moreover, the presence of subjective
content may be a useful feature that could facilitate downstream tasks in the fact-checking
pipeline, such as political bias [4] and factuality reporting [5].

Given a set of sentences taken from a news article,2 Task 2 requires classifying each of the
sentences as subjective or objective. A sentence is considered subjective if its contents are based
on or influenced by personal feelings, tastes, or opinions. Otherwise, the sentence is considered
objective. The task is offered in Arabic, Dutch, English, Italian, German, and Turkish, with an
additional multilingual setting.3

The task attracted 12 participants, for a total of 40 final submissions. Submitted approaches
include large language models, generative models, such as ChatGPT and GPT-3, pre-training
over multilingual data, data augmentation techniques, ensembles of classifiers, and feature
selection. Transformer-based architectures showed to be the most successful, especially when
pre-trained over multilingual data or when considering augmented data. Nonetheless, the task
is not yet solved and there is still room for improvement.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3
describes the multilingual data we produced for the task. Sections 4 overviews the models
proposed by the different participants and the results they obtained in the task. Section 5 closes
with final remarks and potential future work.

2. Related Work

Previous studies have explored the contribution of subjectivity detection (SD) technology to
well-known downstream tasks, such as sentiment analysis [7, 8, 9] and bias detection [10, 11].
SD can also influence other tasks such as claim extraction [12, 13] and, crucially for our context,
fact-checking [14, 15, 16, 17].

The inherent difficulty of providing a practical definition of subjectivity [8, 18] has led to
several formulations for the task at hand, as it is often influenced by domain-specific assumptions
and a lack of a schematic definition, in particular for data collection. In previous work, corpora for
SD were developed in several different ways, such as relying on domain-specific assumptions [19,
12, 20, 21, 22] or statistical methods [23, 24]. We instead rely on a prescriptive approach [25], in
1Refer to Alam et al. [3], Da San Martino et al. [4], Nakov et al. [5], Haouari et al. [6] to read about Tasks 1, 3, 4, and
5, respectively.

2We note that Turkish dataset utilizes sentences taken from tweets.
3All the data and scripts are publicly available at https://checkthat.gitlab.io/clef2023/task2/.

https://checkthat.gitlab.io/clef2023/task2/


Table 1
Statistics of the datasets for all six languages.

Training Development Test
Language Tot OBJ SUBJ Tot OBJ SUBJ Tot OBJ SUBJ

Arabic 1,185 905 280 297 227 70 445 363 82
Dutch 800 489 311 200 107 93 500 263 237
English 830 532 298 219 106 113 243 116 127
German 800 492 308 200 123 77 291 194 97
Italian 1,613 1,231 382 227 167 60 440 323 117
Turkish 800 422 378 200 100 100 240 129 111

which SD is conceived as a step that can contribute to tasks such as claim extraction and fact-
checking, and data are collected framing the task to domain-specific objectives and proposing
pragmatic annotation.

Following Chaturvedi et al. [8], we distinguish between syntactic and semantic solutions
for SD. The first category of approaches relied on keyword spotting [19, 12] or lexicons [20,
21, 22, 26]. In contrast, the semantic category encompasses statistical methods [23, 24] or
neural architectures, such as convolutional neural networks [27], deep belief networks [28], and
transformer architectures like BERT [29]. To the best of our knowledge, a systematic approach
for SD leveraging state-of-the-art language models is yet to be proposed.

For what concerns language coverage, most studies have focused on English alone. Some
contributions have extended to other languages, such as Arabic [30], German [30], French [26,
30], Italian [29], Romanian [13, 30], and Spanish [30]. Most of these attempts have mainly relied
on machine translation and monolingual ontologies, which inevitably introduce noise when
jumping across languages. In order to produce the datasets for this task, we annotate corpora
in six languages from scratch, relying on native (or near-native) speakers of all languages, and
following a common set of language agnostic guidelines [31].

3. Datasets

All datasets considered in the task were created following the annotation guidelines presented
in [31]. In total, about 10k sentences were considered for the task. Table 1 gives statistics of the
corpora in all languages, while Table 2 shows examples of subjective and objective sentences.

3.1. Arabic

Arabic news articles were annotated by three native speakers. The annotators chosen for the
subjectivity annotation task have diverse Arabic-speaking backgrounds, including Egyptian,
Yemeni, and Bahraini. Each annotator is proficient in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) but brings
their own dialect and unique forms of expression. One annotator has expertise in linguistics and
computational skills, while the other two annotators specialize in the humanities, specifically
digital and political domains.



Table 2
Examples of subjective and objective sentences in annotated datasets.

Language Sentence Class
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Dutch
De nieuwe status van Bonaire, Sint Eustatius en Saba is een stap naar
verbetering.

SUBJ

Dante slaagde erin om de hel te verruilen voor de relatief milde vlammen
van het Vagevuur.

OBJ

English
While it’s misguided to put all focus or hope onto one section of the working
class, we can’t ignore this immense latent power that logistics workers
possess.

SUBJ

Workers would have a 24 percent wage increase by 2024, including an im-
mediate 14 percent raise.

OBJ

German
Für die Pandemie-Macher ist es zugleich von strategischer Bedeutung, die
Kontrollgruppe der Ungeimpften zu eliminieren – und dies möglichst schnell.

SUBJ

Der andere Angeklagte bekundete, er könne sich an den ganzen Vorgang
nicht erinnern.

OBJ

Italian
Hanno festeggiato il matrimonio come se non ci fosse il coronavirus. SUBJ
Tutti sono stati identificati e multati per aver violato le norme anti contagio
per il contenimento del fenomeno epidemico.

OBJ

Turkish
Kılıçdaroğlu laikliğe aykırı davranmaya devam ediyor: Bu sefer Kur’an öpüp
başına koydu.

SUBJ

Akşener basına seslendi: Emekçilerin günlük hayatlarını yaşanır hale getirin. OBJ

We ensured annotators’ suitability for the task by selecting university-level annotators
with strong Arabic language background, including research experience or relevant degrees.
They underwent a screening test and received two to three weeks of training, which included
group discussion of annotation tasks, guideline reading, and meetings with the annotation lead
annotator.

Data Collection involved four phases. In Phase 1, Arabic sentences from news articles were
selected, filtered, and parsed. In Phase 2, sentences from the 12 most frequent news domains
were chosen for annotation. Due to labeling skew, Phase 3 focused on selecting sentences with
a higher probability of subjectivity using an SVM classifier. Finally, in Phase 4, the annotated
sentences were reviewed, filtering out uncertain labels, and acquiring the majority label per
sentence for the released dataset.



3.2. Dutch

All the Dutch sentences were sourced from the DPG Media 2019 dataset [32]4. This dataset con-
tains partisanship annotations for Dutch newspaper articles based on two methods: publisher-
level and article-level. For the task, only the article-level annotations were retained as they
were based on the actual content of the article, thus ensuring a higher annotation quality. All
articles annotated as containing some form of partisanship have been gathered and then split
into sentences. Next, a total of 1,500 sentences have been manually annotated by one native
speaker. In order to evaluate the generalizability of the participating systems, articles from
publishers that were not present in the training set have been intentionally kept for testing
purposes.

3.3. English

For English, we use the corpus created by Antici et al. [31] for the training and development
splits. The corpus was created by annotating sentences from articles on controversial topics
published in popular outlets.5 Six annotators took part in the annotation effort, with each
instance being judged by two of them. Annotators gathered together later on to discuss and
solve disagreements, relying on a seventh annotator to solve conflicts when necessary. We
develop a novel test set following the same procedure, containing 243 sentences that come
from the same news outlets as the other partitions. The Krippendorf’s alpha inter-annotator
agreement (IAA) on the test set was 0.85 (nearly perfect agreement), similar to the 0.83 of the
training and development splits.

3.4. German

The training, development and test set for German has been assembled by randomly selecting
sentences from the CT!2022FAN-Corpus [33] consisting of news articles that have been anno-
tated according to the factuality of their main claim [34]. Each sentence has been annotated by
two annotators. In total five native speakers were involved in the annotation process. Conflicts
were solved by asking a third annotator for their judgement.

3.5. Italian

The training and development data for Italian is mostly derived from the SubjectivITA cor-
pus [29] and consists of about 1,841 sentences. Rather than using the original annotation,
we re-annotated the corpus following our up-to-date guidelines. The re-annotation resulted
in the class-switching of 157 sentences. As for the test set, we released a novel collection of
440 sentences, gathered from popular Italian news outlets.6 The annotation follows the same
methodology used for the English dataset, involving five annotators plus one to solve conflicts.
The IAA score on this novel test set is 0.91, which corresponds to nearly perfect agreement.
4https://github.com/dpgmedia/partisan-news2019
5The outlets are tribunemag.co.uk, spectator.co.uk, shtfplan.com, vdare.com, theweek.com, frontpagemag.com,
economist.com, and theguardian.com.

6We considered the following websites: corriere.it, avantionline.it, ilpost.it, avvenire.it, repubblica.it, ilfattoquotidi-
ano.it, ilgiornale.it, ansa.it, ilfoglio.it, liberoquotidiano.it.

https://github.com/dpgmedia/partisan-news2019
tribunemag.co.uk
spectator.co.uk
shtfplan.com
vdare.com
theweek.com
frontpagemag.com
economist.com
theguardian.com


3.6. Turkish

In order to construct the Turkish dataset, instead of using news articles to extract sentences, we
utilized sentences in tweets. In particular, we first crawled Turkish tweets tracking keywords
about politics. Subsequently, we removed similar tweets and then selected candidate tweets to be
annotated. As judging tweets with incomplete and/or multiple sentences would be problematic,
we manually selected a single sentence from each tweet and discarded the unsuitable ones. Two
annotators first judged each sentence independently. Subsequently, they discussed with each
other to reach an agreement on the sentences they disagreed on. We discarded the sentences on
which the two annotators disagreed even after their discussion.

3.7. Multilingual

The multilingual dataset is composed of sentences sampled from the other datasets. For training,
we proposed to use data from other datasets. We proposed a development set resulting from the
aggregation of 50 subjective and 50 objective sentences randomly sampled from the respective
development set in all the languages. The same procedure was followed for the test set, using
the test sets from the other languages. While some teams followed our partition for training
and development, others preferred to create their own splits.

4. Overview of the Systems and Results

Task 2 is formally defined as follows. Given a sentence 𝑠, extracted either from a news article or
from a tweet (as in the case of Turkish), determine whether 𝑠 is influenced by the subjective
view of its author (class SUBJ) or presents an objective view of the covered topic (class OBJ).

A total of 12 teams participated to this task, with most teams targeting more than one
language, be it with the same or with different approaches. The participants experimented with
multiple models from the BERT family, as well as with generative models.

Table 3 offers a snapshot of the approaches, whereas Table 4 reports the performance results
for all submissions, ranked on the basis of macro-averaged F1.7

For the baselines, we implemented a logistic regressor trained on a multilingual Sentence-
BERT [45] representation of the data. For each language, we trained the baseline on the
respective training data alone.

Five of the teams experimented with the use of generative pre-trained transformers (GPT) [36,
38, 43] with different levels of success. Team DWReCo [36] obtained the top performance
in English and first runner-up in Turkish by using GPT-3 to reduce class imbalance with
propaganda style-based data augmentation. The styles are identified from the journalistic
checklist to identify subjective news. Team Fraunhofer SIT [38] used GPT-3 as well, but their
few-shot classification barely afforded to bit the baseline. Team TUDublin [43] also performed
data augmentation, this time using ChatGPT. Still, their classification model, built on top of
M-BERT did not improve over the baseline in any of the languages they participated in. Team

7We decided to use the macro-averaged F1 rather than the F1 on the positive classes, as usually done in binary tasks,
to overcome its limitation in contexts where the distribution of the classes is heavily imbalanced [44].



Table 3
Overview of the approaches to Task 2. The numbers in the language box refer to the position of the
team in the official ranking; §=part of the official submission; ✓=considered in internal experiments.

Team Languages Models Misc
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Accenture [35] 3 5 7 8 3 4 § § § §
Awakened 10 § § §
DWReCo [36] 4 1 2 § § § §
ES-VRAI [37] - §
Fraunhofer SIT [38] 5 6 §
Gpachov [39] 2 § § § §
KUCST 4 § § §
NN [40] 1 1 2 2 5 2 3 § §
tarrekko - - - - - - -
Thesis Titan [41] 2 2 1 1 3 1 1 § §
TOBB ETU [42] 4 5 3 3 9 5 6 §
TUDublin [43] 11 6 § § §

- Run submitted after the deadline.

TOBB ETU employed ChatGPT to directly classify the texts, experimenting with both zero-
and few-shot classification.

The second best performance in English was obtained by team Gpachov [39], who used an
ensemble of three distinct models: XLM-RoBERTa, Sentence BERT (S-BERT), and SetFit.

As observed in previous years, paying attention to all the languages paid back again. Team
Thesis Titan [41] developed multiple fine-tuned models using mDeBERTaV3-base [46], start-
ing from a newly developed multilingual dataset. While keeping the training data fixed, they
used language-specific validation sets to optimize the models for each language, as well as to
identify optimal language-specific hyperparameters. This approach resulted in the top per-
formance in Dutch, German, Italian and Turkish, being the second best in Arabic and the
multilingual setting. Team NN [40] relied on the multilingual XLM-RoBERTa. This approach
resulted in the top performance in the multilingual setting, as well as in Arabic, with a top-3
performance in Durch, German, Italian, and Turkish.

The baseline logistic regressors are competitive in all settings, obtaining a score of at least 0.64
and often bitting participant approaches. At least half of the submissions surpassed the baseline,
with a difference with the best approaches that range from 18 percentage points (German) to 6
percentage points (English).

Next we visit the landscape for the multilingual and for each language setting.



Table 4
Results for the official submissions for the multilingual and for all six languages.

Team F1 Team F1 Team F1

Multilingual English Italian

1 NN [40] 81.97 - tarrekko * 78.19 1 Thesis Titan [41] 75.75
- tarrekko * 81.16 1 DWReCo [36] 78.18 - tarrekko * 71.61
2 Thesis Titan [41] 81.00 2 Gpachov [39] 77.34 2 NN [40] 71.01
- ES-VRAI [37] 77.96 3 Thesis Titan [41] 76.78 3 Accenture [35] 65.52
3 baseline 73.56 4 KUCST * 73.07 4 baseline 63.70
4 TOBB ETU [42] 66.62 5 NN [40] 72.84 5 TOBB ETU [42] 63.35

Arabic 6 Fraunhofer SIT [38] 72.72 6 TUDublin [43] 45.92

1 NN [40] 78.75 7 baseline 71.98 Turkish

- tarrekko * 78.66 8 Accenture [35] 68.90 1 Thesis Titan [41] 89.94
2 Thesis Titan [41] 77.53 9 TOBB ETU [42] 63.46 - tarrekko * 87.01
3 Accenture [35] 72.53 10 Awakened * 60.41 2 DWReCo [36] 84.11
4 baseline 65.75 11 TUDublin [43] 40.32 3 NN [40] 81.21

5 TOBB ETU [42] 64.51 German 4 Accenture [35] 78.11

Dutch 1 Thesis Titan [41] 81.52 5 baseline 77.40

† 1 Thesis Titan [41] 81.43 2 NN [40] 74.13 6 TOBB ETU [42] 70.16
- tarrekko * 77.74 - tarrekko * 73.08
2 NN [40] 75.57 3 TOBB ETU [42] 71.19
3 TOBB ETU [42] 73.01 4 DWReCo [36] 69.82
4 baseline 66.68 5 Fraunhofer_SIT [38] 68.39
5 Accenture [35] 62.32 6 baseline 63.65

7 Accenture [35] 25.58

- Run submitted after the deadline.
† Team involved in the preparation of the data.
*No working note submitted.

Multilingual. Five teams submitted runs to the multilingual setting. NN [40] obtained the
first position with their approach based on XLM-RoBERTa. It is interesting to notice that, in the
monolingual settings, team Thesis Titan obtained a better score than team NN in 5 out of 6
languages, and than team tarrekko in 4 out of 6 languages. Nevertheless, their approach is not
cross-language, since each a model is built independently for each setting.

Arabic. Five teams submitted their results, with team NN obtaining the best result of 0.79.
The three best approaches obtained a similar score (from 0.78 to 0.79), largely surpassing the
baseline score of 0.66.

Dutch. Five teams participated, with Thesis Titan obtaining the best result of 0.81, surpassing
the baseline by about 15 percentage points.



English. Out of 11 submissions, only seven surpassed the approach, with team DWReCo [36]
obtaining the first place. The four best approaches achieved similar scores, falling within the
range of [0.77,0.78]. Similarly, the three approaches ranked between fourth and sixth position
obtained a comparable result, with a score of approximately 0.73, which is slightly higher than
the baseline.

German. We received seven submissions, and Thesis Titan achieved the highest result of
0.82, surpassing the baseline by 18 percentage points.

Italian. Six teams participated, and Thesis Titan achieved the highest result of 0.76, surpass-
ing the second-best result from team NN by 0.05 points and the baseline by 0.12 points.

Turkish. Team Thesis Titan obtained the highest results among the six submissions, outper-
forming the baseline by approximately 13 percentage points.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a detailed overview of Task 2 of the CheckThat! Lab of CLEF 2023. The lab
was focused on the detection of subjectivity in sentences extracted from news articles. Following
the objectives of CLEF, we offered the task in six different languages and in a multilingual
setting, thus fostering multilinguality.

Most of the submissions focused on the use of pre-trained models, some exploited more recent
dialogue-based technologies such as ChatGPT. The most successful approaches incorporated
additional knowledge in their model through multilingual pre-training of the models or data
augmentation. The best macro F1 scores ranged between 0.75 to 0.82, showing that the task can
be successfully addressed but is not yet completely solved.

Future work will be centered on extending high-quality multilingual datasets and broadening
the scope by including document-level classification settings.
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2023.

A. Approaches Summary per Participant

Accenture [35] employed several language-specific pre-trained language models which
were fine-tuned to the downstream task. They also applied data augmentation through back-
translation to dim the class imbalance in the training datasets.

Awakened implemented an ensemble of classifiers including a BiLSTM and BART. The
embedding produced by each models is concatenated and fed to a final classification layer.

DWReCo [36] experimented with propaganda style-based data augmentation via GPT-3
to address class imbalance. The styles are identified from the journalistic checklist to identify
subjective news.

ES-VRAI [37] used M-BERT and made use of oversampling techniques to address class
imbalance.

Fraunhofer SIT [38] employed GPT-3 for few-shot classification.

Gpachov [39] applied an ensemble of three distinct models: XLM-RoBERTa, Sentence BERT
(S-BERT), and SetFit.

KUCST used a Gradient Boosting classifier with BERT-based encoding and a subset of carefully
selected features as inputs.

NN [40] used the multilingual XLM-RoBERTa, fine-tuned on 100 languages from 2.5TB of
filtered CommonCrawl data.

tarrekko did not provide additional information.

Thesis Titan [41] developed multiple fine-tuned models using mDeBERTaV3-base [46]
starting from a newly developed multilingual dataset. While keeping the training data fixed,
they have used language-specific validation sets to optimize the models for each language, as
well as to identify optimal language-specific hyperparameters.

TOBB ETU [42] employed ChatGPT to classify the texts. They explored zero-shot and few-
shot classification. In the former, they show a few mistakes of zero-shot classification method
on the training set.

TUDublin [43] experimented with M-BERT and made use of ChatGPT to perform data
augmentation of the available training datasets.
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